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Capricornus Constellation.



Alpha & Beta Capricorni.

Capricornus is seen low down in the southeast / 

south sky and is easily recognisable as a large 

“smile”. The two brightest stars – alpha & beta – are 

easy binocular doubles when can be framed in the 

same field of view. Alpha Capricorni is an optical 

double – Alpha 1 is 690 light years distant while 

Alpha 2 is 109 light years away. Beta Capricorni is a 

genuine binary system approximately 328 light 

years away.



Jupiter & The Four Galilean Moons.

July is a good time of year to look at Jupiter and the 

four Galilean moons with binoculars at a sociable 

hour. The planet lies low in the southeast / south as 

the sun sets. Just look for the brightest object / first 

visible object as the sun sets in the south. The four 

moons are visible with any binoculars at x8 and 

above. Higher magnifications up to x25 may reveal 

some banding on Jupiter. You can track the orbits of 

the moons by their changing positions on different 

nights and any planetarium software will help with 

identifying a particular moon



Saturn and The Rings.

The other major planet which can be observed with binoculars at 

a sociable hour in July is Saturn. It lies low in the southeast / 

south area of the sky just a few degrees east of Jupiter. Low 

magnifications will show the planet as a bright rugby ball shaped 

object which is clearly non stellar while higher magnifications of 

x20 and x25 may reveal a separate ring from the planet as the 

ring system is quite favourable to view at present. It may also be 

possible to view Saturn’s largest moon Titan – use planetarium 

software to gauge its position on a particular night. The image 

opposite was taken through a 22x60 binocular.



Sagittarius Constellation.



Sagittarius – Look for The Teapot Asterism.



Messier 22 – A Great Globular Cluster.

The Teapot asterism in Sagittarius is visible low down 

near the horizon in the south at this time of year. M22 

can be found a few degrees northeast of Lambda 

Sagittarii – the star at the apex of the teapot lip. M22 is 

one of the brightest globular clusters in the sky and is 

one of the nearest globular clusters to earth being about 

10,600 light years distant. It is close to The Galactic 

Bulge at the centre of The Milky Way Galaxy. Low 

power binoculars will reveal a white fuzzy patch while 

high magnifications will show a grainy surface which 

hints at stars sprinkled on cotton wool.



Messier 8 – The Lagoon Nebula.

Messier 8 – The Lagoon Nebula – is found by extending 

a line from Sigma Sagittarii (the top of the handle of the 

teapot) through Lambda Sagittarii (the apex of the lid) 

the same distance west. It is a large emission nebula 

about 4,100 light years distant and like the famous 

Orion Nebula it is a star forming region that can be seen 

with the naked eye. Binoculars of all sizes will reveal the 

open cluster associated with the nebula which appears 

as a ghostly white cloud. Higher magnifications can 

reveal some structure to the nebula itself.



Messier 20 – The Trifid Nebula.

Messier 20 lies a few degrees north of The Lagoon 

Nebula. It is a combination of reflection and 

emission and the name has nothing to do with the 

famous novel! There are three dark dust lanes 

which divide the nebula into 3 “lobes” and it is 

approximately 5,200 light years away. It can be a 

challenge in binoculars especially if your skies are 

not dark but once seen in the same field of view as 

M8 it is a memorable sight.


